Lifecycle Assessment
Services that support the life of your devices

A well-maintained system ensures peak performance for your processes and devices. ABB’s lifecycle services provide comprehensive support throughout the product lifetime, as well as a collaborative approach to migration planning. You also gain access to a trusted and respected authority on servicing and maintaining analytical products and systems.

The ABB Lifecycle Assessment gives you visibility into every stage of your asset’s lifecycle so you receive the maximum possible benefit from your investment. ABB offers a complete analyzer and instrument assessment for ABB and third-party devices.

Lifecycle Assessment focus areas include:

• Evaluation of product lifecycle status of ABB and 3rd-party equipment
• Development of lifecycle planning and budgeting
• Plant upgrades

Products evolve as they transition through their lifecycle. Likewise, ABB’s support of those products evolves along with them.

The ABB lifecycle management process helps customers manage their legacy installed base and prevent production and process interruption due to obsolescence.

ABB professionals can help you get long-term value from your measurement devices to ensure optimal production to increase your accuracy and availability.
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